I think it’s a good idea. I’m from Louisiana, Ky., and we did the same thing last year. It contributes to overall public health.

“It’s unfair to tell a business owner what they have to do; it’s their choice. There’s so many more ways you can go about it. It’s all happening because there are so many really inconsiderate smokers.”

“I can see it’s going to piss a lot of people off, but I guess it’s better because second-hand smoke is pretty bad. It’s better for everyone’s health.”

“They should ban it. You can get cancer from secondhand smoke. People should smoke on their own time outside. It won’t affect businesses that much, people will still go to the same places.”

What performance are you looking forward to most this semester?

Pete Rose. I’m a huge sports fan and I think it will be cool, interesting and intriguing to students. I’m also interested to see how Bob Saget does because some people are worried that his jokes might be a little dry.

How do you balance your classes and being CP president?

I get this question a lot, and I don’t really have an answer. I have an agenda and write stuff down, but half of the time I don’t look at my agenda. There is no method to my madness. I just know what I have to do, and I do it.

Where do you want to be in 10 years?

Hopefully, I will be working in college athletics, and in 25 years I want to be an athletics director for a Division I college. I want to be working my way up and never have to settle for something. I want to continually be growing.

What quote or phrase do you live by?

It’s cliché, but “Live life one day at a time.”

What cartoon do you miss the most from your childhood?

Probably “Doug.” I love that show.

What is your favorite memory?

“The Shawshank Redemption.” I love the part where he (Tim Robbins) crawls out of the tunnel into the sewage and marshes, then opens his arms to freedom while it’s pouring down rain.

What do you think is the worst fashion trend of the season?

“I’m not really a fashionista,” but I don’t like leggings. No offense to anybody that does, I’m just not a big fan.

“I feel like I’m having a party, and I just hope a lot of people come,” she said.

Sarah Goural, a third-year hotel restaurant and tourism management student, said she uses the library about three or four times a week and is very excited about the change.

“It’s nice to have a quiet place to go to study,” Goural said. Thomas Cooper started operating 24 hours during exam weeks three years ago, Taylor said.

Last year, the number of students taking advantage of the library hit a new high. Student Senate took the opportunity to pass a bill allocating the necessary funds to operate the library 24 hours a day.

Tom McNally, the library director, said the change was a good idea, and that’s exactly what he was hoping for.

“The Baruch Institute’s field lab is funded in part by the state through allocations to the research and education office,” Morris said. He added that the Baruch Institute’s field lab is in part by the state through allocations to the research and education office.

“I’m happy with the job, but I want to see what the future holds for the institute,” Morris said.
State

Gullah's costal culture

A bill that would establish federal recognition and support of the unique Gullah-Geechee culture is one step closer to becoming law. The Gullah-Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor Act goes to President Bush for his signature after the U.S. Senate approved it last week.

"This is very emotional day for me," U.S. Rep. James Clyburn, D-S.C., said in a statement when the bill passed Friday. "My heart today is with those who belong to the Gullah-Geechee community. They have fought for our personal property, 12:40 p.m.

TUESDAY

BOND Weekly Meeting: 6 p.m.

RH Senate Meeting: 6 p.m.

RHA Senate Meeting: 6 p.m.

GMAM Weekly Meeting: 8 p.m.

Battle of the Bands: 8 p.m.

RH Ballroom

WEDNESDAY

Last Lecture Series: 6 p.m.

Hastert requests inquiry into Foley Web scandal

Donnie Morris, a Pentecostal Holiness preacher, speaks to students Friday in front of the Russell House.

World

Social Democrats win with salary initiative

VIENNA, Austria — Austria's opposition Social Democrats won nationwide elections Sunday, swinging the country to the center-left after more than six years of influence by the extreme right, final unofficial results showed.

With all but absentee ballots counted, the center-left bloc had 35.7 percent of the vote and the People's Party trailed with 34.2 percent, Interior Minister Lorenz Mimak said.

Although Chancellor Wolfgang Schuessel did not formally concede the election, he congratulated the leader of the Social Democrats, Alfred Gusenbauer, who would likely become the country's next chancellor.

"We've got the democratic choice," Schuessel said. Gusenbauer, meanwhile, declined to proclaim outright victory, saying he would wait for all the votes to be counted.

"It's too early to tell how hard the industry was hit, but agriculture experts said unprecedented economic damage was likely.

Last year's spinach crop in California was valued at $281.8 million, and each acre lost amounts to a roughly $3,500 hit for the farmer.

The government gave a partial endorsement to the industry on Friday, but the warning remains in place for spinach recalled by Natural Selection Foods LLC of San Juan Bautista, which covered shipments in packages with "Best if Used By" dates between Aug. 17 and Oct. 1.

WASHINGTON — House Speaker Dennis Hastert requested that the Justice Department conduct an investigation into former Rep. Mark Foley's electronic messages to teenage boys _ a lurid scandal that has put House Republicans in political peril.

"As Speaker of the House, I hereby request that the Department of Justice conduct an investigation of Mr. Foley's conduct with current and former House pages to determine to what extent if any of his actions violated federal law," Hastert, R-Ill., wrote in a letter to Attorney General Alberto Gonzales.

The White House and Democratic leaders in Congress also called Sunday for a criminal probe.

White House counselor Dan Bartlett called the allegations against Foley "shocking," but said President Bush hadn't "learned of Foley's inappropriate e-mails to a 16-year-old boy and instant messages to other boys before the news broke last week.

"There is going to be an investigation into the particulars of this case," Bartlett said. "We need to make sure that the page system is one in which children come up here and can work and make sure that they are promoted." Foley, R-Va., was not in Congress on Friday after the disclosure of the e-mails led to a former congressional page and sexuallly suggestive messages he sent to other high school pages.

Senate Democratic Leader Harry Reid of Nevada called the Foley case "repugnant, but equally as bad as the possibility that Republican leaders in the House of Representatives knew there was a problem and ignored it to preserve a congressional seat this election year." Reid said the case "should be handled outside Congress.

"Under laws that Congressmen helped write, soliciting sex from a minor online is a federal crime," Reid said. "The alleged crimes here are far outside the scope of any comparison to those laws and the attorney general should open a full-scale investigation immediately.”

In his letter to Gonzales on Sunday, Hastert asked the Justice Department to investigate "who had specific knowledge of the crimes," Reid said. "The alleged crimes here are far outside the scope of any comparison to those laws and the attorney general should open a full-scale investigation immediately.”

"There is going to be an investigation into the particulars of this case," Bartlett said. "We need to make sure that the page system is one in which children come up here and can work and make sure that they are promoted." Foley, R-Va., was not in Congress on Friday after the disclosure of the e-mail.
Man charged in slayings of wife, her 4 children

Bruce Smith
The Associated Press

NORTH CHARLESTON — A man was charged with five counts of murder Sunday in the slayings of his wife and her four children in their mobile home Saturday.

The victims were shot with a handgun, the affidavit said, and the woman was ordered held without bail via video link from Charleston County Jail.

According to the arrest affidavit, officers discovered the bodies Saturday when a witness saw the bodies in the mobile home and called police. The witness said he heard multiple gunshots being fired and saw a car pull away from the scene.

The subdivision of Charleston County was identified as 21st Century at Harvest. Detra Rainey Simmons, 39, and her children William Rainey, 16, Hakan Rainey, 15, Malachi Robinson, 8, and Sydney Robinson, 7, whose 7th birthday was Saturday.

According to a police and coroner’s investigation, the bodies were shot sometime between 3 a.m. and 4:55 a.m. Saturday morning.

Seymour Pryor, a spokesman for the North Charleston Police, said Simmons had been married for more than 25 years.

“From talking to detectives early in the investigation, this appears to have been a domestic situation that turned deadly,” he said.

Rainey Simmons was the father of any of the children.

The probe did not have any attorney information for Simmons.

Mallia Rainey Thompson said her sister, Detra Rainey Simmons, worked at a local hospital, was attending nursing school and was undergoing the second phase of chemotherapy for cancer.

“She was always there for her to comfort her when she went through the pain,” Thompson said.

“Words can’t express the impact this has had on our family,” Gene Fanning, the dead woman’s brother-in-law, said at the bond hearing. “It’s a devastating loss. We have him fully held legally accountable for his actions.”

According to a police report, the couple later celebrated their first wedding anniversary two weeks ago. “We don’t know what happened,” he said.

“As far as I know it was a relatively happy marriage — always doing something as a family,” Thompson said.

The family was member of Saint Andrews Episcopal Church, where the children attended Vacation Bible school and sang in the choir, the report said.

Fanning and Simmons were married about three years ago.

Detra Rainey Simmons had a fifth child, a 21-year-old boy, who is a member of the United States Navy since he moved to South Carolina in 1981.

Charles Hoppmann, a spokesperson for the North Charleston Police, said that Simmons and Rainey had been married for more than 20 years.

Monique Sentleman, who lives across the street, said the children occasionally played with the four deceased who were killed.

“They were nice people,” she said. “They seemed fine.”

The subdivision of about two dozen mobile homes sits in the shadow of Interstate 526 — one of the main highways around the Charleston area.

“The best way to protect the city (New Orleans) is to maintain its wetlands and to restore the wetlands that have been lost. The amount of wetland loss in Louisiana that would otherwise cause problems in the environment. “Wetlands are the kidneys of the environment. They purify water because of the unique chemical environment that is created,” Morris said.

“They take nutrients out of the water and return them to the atmosphere, nutrients that would otherwise cause problems with algal blooms,” Morris said.

Restoration of the wetlands was crucial to the recovery of the Gulf Coast.

“Any way to protect the city is better,” Morris said.

The subdivision of Charleston County was identified as 21st Century at Harvest. Detra Rainey Simmons, 39, and her children William Rainey, 16, Hakan Rainey, 15, Malachi Robinson, 8, and Sydney Robinson, 7, whose 7th birthday was Saturday.

According to a police and coroner’s investigation, the bodies were shot sometime between 3 a.m. and 4:55 a.m. Saturday morning.

Seymour Pryor, a spokesman for the North Charleston Police, said Simmons had been married for more than 25 years.

“From talking to detectives early in the investigation, this appears to have been a domestic situation that turned deadly,” he said.

Rainey Simmons was the father of any of the children.

The probe did not have any attorney information for Simmons.

Mallia Rainey Thompson said her sister, Detra Rainey Simmons, worked at a local hospital, was attending nursing school and was undergoing the second phase of chemotherapy for cancer.

“She was always there for her to comfort her when she went through the pain,” Thompson said.

“Words can’t express the impact this has had on our family,” Gene Fanning, the dead woman’s brother-in-law, said at the bond hearing. “It’s a devastating loss. We have him fully held legally accountable for his actions.”

According to a police report, the couple later celebrated their first wedding anniversary two weeks ago. “We don’t know what happened,” he said.

“As far as I know it was a relatively happy marriage — always doing something as a family,” Thompson said.

The family was member of Saint Andrews Episcopal Church, where the children attended Vacation Bible school and sang in the choir, the report said.

Fanning and Simmons were married about three years ago.

Detra Rainey Simmons had a fifth child, a 21-year-old boy, who is a member of the United States Navy since he moved to South Carolina in 1981.

Charles Hoppmann, a spokesperson for the North Charleston Police, said that Simmons and Rainey had been married for more than 20 years.

Monique Sentleman, who lives across the street, said the children occasionally played with the four deceased who were killed.

“They were nice people,” she said. “They seemed fine.”

The subdivision of about two dozen mobile homes sits in the shadow of Interstate 526 — one of the main highways around the Charleston area.

The Office of Pre-Professional Advising is happy to welcome

Emily Hoppmann

DVM

Dr. Hoppmann will be available for Pre-Veterinary advising on the first and third Wednesday of every month from 2:30-4:30 in the Office of Pre-Professional Advising, 208 Summerville Hall.
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Stop by the COPPER BEACH TOWNHOMES leasing office this week to learn more about our townhomes. While there, pick up a FREE DRINK PASS good during College Night at SADDLE RIDGE "ROCK-N-COUNTRY SALON" on Monday, September 25th at 11 p.m. MUST BE 21 TO RECEIVE DRINK PASS, WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

THURSDAY NIGHT!

The Daily Gamecock ● Monday, October 2, 2006

F Ly for PEANUTS!!
Book by OCT 6th

Toronto $195 Paris $348
Seattle $358 Mexico City $357
London $328 Copenhagen $387

Travelers using the internet can save up to 25% on their travel needs. Eligibility varies.

Roundtrip Student Airfare Sale!

TRAVELCUTS 1-800-592-CUTS2887

More cities on sale! Call now or book online at www.travelcuts.com/usa
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Nights — they want gravy biscuits and cheese grits for cases of the munchies — and money — to Grilled nowhere to be seen this fall, and kids are taking their around. The Beezer's "keep student hours" motto has studied and happy.

Student who's ever needed somewhere to go on a late Fridays and Saturdays — good news for any USC

Library's new schedule sets excellent example

for mankind." for a man, one giant leap

The statement "one small for man, one giant leap for mankind." Therefore we've step for man" literally

"One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." Neil Armstrong actually quote literally saying,

Perhaps rocket scientists, are not all they are cracked up to be.

"It's not because NASA and its program further. Maybe..."

Yes, I love the fact that an
time we analyze NASA's and its program further. Maybe..."

The statement "one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." That's just one month away, I have my doubts that many Americans will be voting with NASA in mind, but that's exactly my point..."

But allowing Auburn fans to get in their way."

The response of the
theirs..."

With mid-term elections..."

The library opens its
to our team. And you should allow..."

Perhaps rocket scientists, are not all they are cracked up to be.

But allowing Auburn fans to get in their way.

I understand what..."

There is absolutely no
delay service to Alabama.

The theater-goers who seemed a bunch of untrained, hyperactive youngsters creating an
to do with your mother."

It seems Delaney's had

It's not making or breaking anything. It isn't moving anything around of being done! How can an art form defend itself when all it is does is mimic real life?

This was my line of..."

My mind is too filled with..."

It's not making or breaking anything. It isn't moving anything around of being done! How can an art form defend itself when all it is does is mimic real life?

This was my line of thought from seeing the show last week. I pulled up my hair and put on a dress. I got to the Longstreet Theatre, and then something happened.

NASA's latest production of "The Real Thing" was fabulous. It was a great cast of characters. But it wasn't even worth two hours. The "theaters

Theater production promotes, inspiring, educational

If you're an art lover, you'll want..."

About The Daily Gamecock

I used to hate the theatre, dubbing it a waste of money and a disaster. Two hours of not understanding what's going on, long lines at the ladies room, falling asleep at polite conversation

The theater-goers who seemed a bunch of untrained, hyperactive youngsters creating an "sounding like" a popular song. I had thought a work at Space

Most of us have heard this quote hundreds of times in our life, but I am not sure very few of us have ever taken the time to grammatically analyze it. The statement "one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." and that's just plain dumb.

However, according to a recent study in Australia NASA recordings, it seems that Neil Armstrong actually said "one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind." and that's just plain dumb.

Longstreet's production provides support of arts, showcases USC talent

I used to hate the theatre, dubbing it a waste of money and a disaster. Two hours of not understanding what's going on, long lines at the ladies room, falling asleep at polite conversation, the set, furniture and props never being used in any kind of a theatre. That's not to mention the theater-goers who seemed a bunch of untrained, hyperactive youngsters creating an "sounding like" a popular song.

Sometimes I wonder why we use the arts? Should the arts be a concern of the public? I think that's a misspent day of study at a major university. People are hungry, homeless and uneducated, and arts is needed and I think it exists. How do we define matters of importance?

What is it about being a human and the compelling need to create art? I've never tried it. When trying to define art, one is thrown into a jumble of dialogue, good acting and editing. It's impossible to nail down what the arts are for and what isn't. Is it a way to come to an out of "real work?" Why do a play?

It's a way to get above the fray. Is it a way to get above the fray. Is it a way to come to an out of "real work?" Why do a play?

I love the fact that an art form does have a more to it than it may first appear. In this case it's a way to spend a couple of hours!

I see those "Art Ask for More" ads, I see "Arts for All" ads. I see "Arts and Life" ads. I see "What the arts..."

But allowing Auburn fans to get in their way!"

Do you still have to ask for more? Can I present solid evidence and facts to back that claim? No. In this case..."

Oh hell, I think I've been awakened.

Go to our plays. Our theatre department puts on excellent work. Admission is cheaper than a beer. It feeds your brain and opens your eyes and it's educational. Not being well-rounded is about as cool as being living with your mother.

I have a pick to home. Just as I am sure many of you do. I spent last Wednesday night at Delaney's, my favorite local bar famous $2 milk shakes. Unfortunately, my enjoyment was significantly marred by the actions the owners of the Gamecock paper, the students of USC, and a group of people known as the Delaney's staff. Delaney's had looked Adairian, that evening, and in the gut whose personal Web site promotes the more local successful features in current theatre, I was..."

What is so disturbing is the that our local Ish and education "education in the library" started the large number of Auburn fans that we have, it was more peaceful. The large number of Auburn fans that we have, it was more peaceful. The Auburn fans, they are not all they are cracked up to be. They are not all they are cracked up to be. Almost in a manner so disrespectful or "uneducated, animals are possible, we are all aware of the fact that's just what's happening.

Further, the event seemed to have been advertised in the local Tiger fan in town that night. Further, the event seemed to have been advertised in the local Tiger fan in town that night. The roadside curiosity that we would not expect from even the most discerning, peaceful, and screams coming from the Cumnor bleachers.

After becoming physically ill by the grossly pitiful display of these Auburn fans who persisted in obliviousness towards the community, I quickly questioned the Delaney's bar staff as to what extent the bar staff actually allowed to yell across the bar in a manner so disrespectful or "uneducated, animals are possible, we are all aware of the fact that's just what's happening.

The Boise of the Delaney's bartender I quickly questioned the Delaney's bar staff as to what extent the bar staff actually allowed to yell across the bar in a manner so disrespectful or "uneducated, animals are possible, we are all aware of the fact that's just what's happening."
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I used to hate the theatre, dubbing it a waste of money and a disaster. Two hours of not understanding what's going on, long lines at the ladies room, falling asleep at polite conversation.

I am not sure very few of us have ever taken the time to grammatically analyze it..."one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind."..."

However, according to a recent study in Australia..."

It seems Delaney's had..."

With mid-term elections..."
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I used to hate the theatre, dubbing it a waste of money and a disaster. Two hours of not understanding what's going on, long lines at the ladies room, falling asleep at polite conversation...

"one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." Neil Armstrong actually quote literally saying, "one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." and that's just plain dumb.

However, according to a recent study in Australia..."

It seems Delaney's had..."
The Movement
FALL OUT 2006
interview series one of five
DJ Riggie of local alternative reggae band speaks on perks of upcoming music fest, catapulting to the big time

1. What does it mean to be playing a festival with as much popularity as Fall Out?

There’s no better time for us to be playing it. It’s been gone for two years and now they’re bringing it back, and they’re doing it on a Saturday this year. In the past, they used to do it on Friday, and kids would have to skip school, people would call in to work. This year I think it’s going to be great, not just because they’re bringing it back, but kids can go to school and have fun. We’re going to do a lot of good shows. Can’t wait.

2. What does it feel like to be a hometown product playing at this festival?

We’ve been around for two and a half years and have just now started to see a lot of recognition in Columbia. To share a stage with Crossfade and Stretch Armstrong, who’ve taken their acts outside of Columbia, is a pretty big deal.

3. Columbia is infamous producing original sounds — Hootie and the Blowfish, Stretch Armstrong, Crossfade. What do you guys describe as the definition of your distinct sound?

Lately we’ve been calling it “alternative reggae.” But that doesn’t really do it justice. Sublime was alternative reggae, but we include a lot more hip-hop than that. When we first started, I told people imagine Sublime with more hip-hop, and that’s what we are.

4. What’s the biggest thrill of playing Fall Out this year?

The biggest thrill for us might be being the “sore thumb” of the show. All these other bands are either metal or punk or modern rock. And here we come out with the reggae, hip-hop flavor, and we’re going to stand out a lot from these other bands. It should be an interesting mix.

5. Could this be the springboard that sends you guys to the national level? Could we be hearing The Movement on syndicated airplay with after something with this much attention?

I wouldn’t say this is necessarily the springboard, but there’s a good chance it could be. Any show can be the springboard depending on who’s in the audience. We’ve been on some big shows before. Opened for Ludacris and Blues Traveler a few times, been blessed to be on those. But I don’t think there’s a defining show unless there’s a defining audience member. But we’d love to be heard all over the country.

— Alex Riley

Wanna write for The Mix?
E-mail us at gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

Mindless Self Indulgence: profanity, speed

Rave-techno, keyboard-driven punk band wins crowds with quirky, caffeinated, up-tempo sound

Patrick German
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Mindless Self Indulgence is a chaos-inducing quartet from New York City. Formed in 1997, Mindless Self Indulgence originally consisted of vocalist James Euringer, guitarist Jimmy Urine, bassist Vanessa YT and drummer Kitty. Mindless Self Indulgence’s sound is a mixture of rave-techno and keyboard-pitched punk, and the additions of mosquitos, meteors and comments on various topics and current events. The band’s debut album, “You’ll Rebel to Anything,” was released on Billboards 200 with the release of “Alienating Our Audience: Live,” bassist Vanessa YT was replaced by Lyn-Z, though she was a welcome addition, since the sound of the band did not change much between the switch.

Then, in 2005, Mindless Self Indulgence was signed to the industrial label Metropolis and released the CD “You’ll Rebel to Anything,” which was released in three different versions with different artwork and bonus tracks. Mindless Self Indulgence hasn’t won any awards, but Billboard has acknowledged them multiple times. The band peaked at No. 107 on Billboard’s Top Internet Albums chart, No. 4 on the Top Independent Albums chart, and peaked at No.1 on the Top Heatseekers chart.

Overall, Mindless Self Indulgence provides a fantastic, fast-paced, profanity-packed, quirky performance that seems to be spawned from too much cocaine and caffeine.

“Wow, I don’t think there’s a defining show unless there’s a defining audience member. But we’d love to be heard all over the country.” — Alex Riley

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Wanna write for The Mix?
E-mail us at gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

New York City-based Mindless Self Indulgence shot to fame with intense live performances and racy lyrics.
Inside the Box by Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Welcome to Falling Rock National Park

the scene at USC

Euro Moto Club

A word for the wise
disconcert /diss-kohn-sir-t/ (v.) 1. to throw into confusion 2. to disturb the composure of
Ex: “The fact that my friend decided to remove all her clothes while drunk was incredibly disconcerting...for her.”


Take that home and chew it.
Day in Charlotte proves best press box experience yet for rookie journalist

Be jealously be very envious.

After three years of work for The Gamecock, I made the move from the SEC to the NFL. This week, I arrived with a press credential to the Carolina Panthers' 21-18 victory over the Saints Monday.

Neither team managed to put up touchdowns pass to Steve Smith. Fans erupt, along with the guys they next to me.

Monday, October 2, 2006

"They're obviously a good team. We实事求是地 are doing well ... the guys on the team's second drive were DeAngelo, "

"We feel good about outshine fellow rookie.

Steve Smith and Keyshawn Johnson celebrate Smith's touchdown catch in the first quarter of the Panthers' 21-18 win against the Saints.

As with offensive line Jordan Gross, and wide receiver Steve Smith. A little time two of them. Move to ASAP. 4-10 — Panthers seem poised to seal deal with DeShaun Foster. The Gamecocks head to Knoxville next to face Tennessee Friday at 7 p.m. for The Gamecock, I made the move from the SEC to the NFL. This week, I arrived with a press credential to the Carolina Panthers' 21-18 victory over the Saints Monday.
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Student Wellness Services

Campus Wellness

Student Massage Services

Get a 30 minute seated chair massage for only $20

Daytime Appointments
Day time appointments are available at the Thomson Student Health Center with Cathy Hoyle by appointment.

Call Cathy Hoyle at 261-1822 to schedule a day time massage.

Evening Appointments
Tuesdays, 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

On the following dates:
Oct. 3rd, 17th, & 31st
Nov. 14th & 21st

Call Campus Wellness at 576-9939 to schedule an evening massage.

Registered Dietitian Services

Free Appointments Are Available:

Tuesdays 8:00 am – 12:00 noon

First Appointment – 1 hour long

Fridays 8:00 am – 12:00 noon

Additional appointments – 30 minutes long

To schedule an appointment, call 777-3175.